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The ATP-binding cassette transporter multidrug resistance 1 P-

glycoprotein (MDR1 Pgp) has been implicated with the transport

of lipids from the inner to the outer leaflet of the plasma

membrane. While this has been unambigously shown for the

fluorescent lipid analogues [N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-

yl)amino]hexanoyl (C
'
-NBD)-phosphatidylcholine, -phosphati-

dylethanolamine, -sphingomyelin and -glucosylceramide, by

using a novel approach we have now found significantly increased

outward transport also for C
'
-NBD-phosphatidylserine (C

'
-

NBD-PS) in EPG85-257 human gastric carcinoma cells over-

expressing MDR1 (coding for MDR1 Pgp). The increased trans-

port of C
'
-NBD-PS is mediated by MDR1 Pgp, shown by

transport reduction nearly to the level of controls in the presence

INTRODUCTION

The lipids in the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells show a

clear asymmetric arrangement, with the majority of glyco-

sphingolipids and phosphatidylcholine (PC) typically in the outer,

exoplasmic, leaflet and the aminophospholipids, phosphatidyl-

serine (PS) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), in the inner,

cytoplasmic, leaflet [1].

Maintenance of this non-random lipid distribution is im-

portant for diverse cellular functions. Any change in this dis-

tribution generally triggers a physiological event. For example,

surface exposure of PS at the surface of activated blood or

endothelial cells serves to promote blood coagulation and to

signal the removal of injured and apoptotic cells by the reticulo-

endothelial system [2]. Moreover, regulation of phospholipid

asymmetry may also be essential for cellular processes such as

membrane budding and fusion, which are required for vesicle

trafficking [3].

Maintenance and regulation of the asymmetric lipid dis-

tribution across the plasma membrane is governed by the

concerted action of specific membrane proteins controlling lipid

movement across the bilayer, in addition to passively occurring

transmembrane movement of lipids. Under normal conditions,

inward movement of PC and sphingomyelin (SM) from the

exoplasmic to the cytoplasmic leaflet is a slow, non-mediated

process in most cells. In contrast, the aminophospholipids PS

and PE are rapidly transported from the exoplasmic to the
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of MDR1 Pgp inhibitors [PSC 833, cyclosporin A and dexni-

guldipine hydrochloride (Dex)]. Addition of MK 571, a specific

inhibitor of the MDR protein MRP1, does not decrease transport

in either of the two cell lines. The plasma-membrane association

of FITC-annexin V, a fluorescent protein conjugate binding PS,

is significantly increased in MDR1-overexpressing cells as com-

pared with controls, and can be reduced by an MDR1 Pgp

inhibitor. This suggests that MDR1 Pgp transports endogenous

PS, the lipid exhibiting the most pronounced transverse asym-

metry in the plasma membrane.

Key words: ABCB1, annexin, flippase, lipid asymmetry, plasma

membrane.

cytoplasmic leaflet by an active ATP-dependent and protein-

mediated process maintaining lipid asymmetry [4,5].

In studies originally related to multidrug resistance (MDR) in

cancer cells, members of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) trans-

porter family have been identified as mediators of phospholipid

outward transport. These include MDR3 P-glycoprotein (Pgp)

(also designated ABCB4) and its mouse homologue mdr2

Pgp, which specifically transport PC [6–9], as well as MDR1 Pgp

(also designated ABCB1), giving rise to a frequent form of pleio-

tropic resistance in tumour cells [10]. MDR1 Pgp expels a variety

of short-chain lipid analogues and amphiphilic drugs from the cell

[9,11,12], but was found to be unable to restore transport of PC

into the bile of mdr2 knockout mice [6], suggesting that natural

long-chain PC is not an MDR1 Pgp substrate. Yet recent studies

revealed MDR1 Pgp mediated outward transport of the short-

chain PC platelet-activating factor (PAF; 1-O-alkyl-2-acetyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphocholine) [13] and, very likely, glucosylceramide

[14], suggesting a possible physiological role for this protein in

the distribution of several endogenous lipids in the plasma

membrane. MDR1 Pgp, thus surmised to possess a wide speci-

ficity for lipid substrates, is believed to act as a drug floppase,

transporting amphiphilic molecules integrated into the plasma

membrane either from the cytoplasmic to the exoplasmic mem-

brane leaflet, or directly into the extracellular medium, lowering

the intracellular drug concentration [15].

Among the various phospholipids of the plasma membrane,

PS occupies a particular place : under normal conditions, it is
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confined almost exclusively to the cytoplasmic leaflet [1]. Re-

markably, a number of tumour cell lines have been reported to

display 3–7-fold elevated amounts of PS on the exoplasmic

membrane leaflet compared with non-tumorigenic cells [16].

Elevated cell-surface exposure of PS could result from impaired

inward transport and}or increased outward transport. As MDR1

Pgp is highly expressed at the cell surface of many tumour cells,

this raises the question as to whether MDR1 Pgp is involved in

the exposure of endogenous PS.

In order to explore the influence of MDR1 Pgp on the trans-

verse distribution of membrane lipids, in particular the asymme-

trically distributed PS, we investigated the transbilayer movement

of various phospholipid analogues in an MDR1-overexpressing

subline of the human gastric carcinoma cell line EPG85-257.

MDR1 Pgp was confirmed to possess a broad specificity

for lipids, transporting not only C
'
-NBD analogues of the phos-

pholipids PC and PE, but also significant amounts of a C
'
-

NBD analogue of PS in mammalian cells, which has been shown

here for the first time. In flow-cytometric studies designed to

determine the amount of endogenous PS exposed on the outer

plasma-membrane leaflet, we found increased association of the

PS-binding protein FITC-annexin V with MDR1-overexpressing

cells compared with controls, suggesting an outwardly directed

transport of natural PS by MDR1 Pgp. This implies that MDR1

Pgp mediated MDR may be associated with the emergence

of a different lipid pattern in the outer leaflet of the plasma

membrane, altering its surface properties, which could have

prominent physiological consequences for the cell. Such changes

in the phenotype of drug-treated cells might be a hallmark of

MDR tumour cells, and could serve for improved diagnostics and

treatment strategies of clinical drug resistance.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Brefeldin A (BFA), di-isopropyl fluorophosphate (DFP), fatty

acid-free BSA and Rhodamine 123 (Rho 123) were purchased

from Sigma–Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany), C219 from Alexis

(San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) and cellulose nitrate membranes from

Schleicher und Schu$ ll (Dassel, Germany). Chambered cover-

glasses (Nunc) and Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline with

Ca#+ and Mg#+ (PBS) were obtained from Biochrom KG (Berlin,

Germany). PBS was supplemented with 24 mM glucose and

10 mM Hepes (mPBS). [N-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-

yl)amino]hexanoylceramide (C
'
-NBD-Cer), C

'
-NBD-phospha-

tidic acid (C
'
-NBD-PA), C

'
-NBD-PC and C

'
-NBD-PS were

purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids (Birmingham, AL, U.S.A.),

and high-performance TLC plates were from Merck (Darmstadt,

Germany). FITC-annexin V, binding buffer and propidium

iodide were bought from Nexins Research (Kattendijke, The

Netherlands), CellTracker Green (5-chloromethylfluorescein

diacetate, CMFDA) and MitoTracker Red CMXRos were from

Molecular Probes (Leiden, The Netherlands). MRPm6 [mono-

clonal antibody (mAb) for MRP1] was from Sanbio (Uden, The

Netherlands), peroxidase-conjugated rabbit antimouse IgG (no.

315-035-003) from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories

(West Grove, PA, U.S.A.), and Triton X-100 was from Fluka

(Buchs, Switzerland). The following inhibitors of ABC trans-

porters were used: cyclosporin A and glyburide (Sigma–Aldrich,

Steinheim, Germany), PSC 833 (Novartis, Basel, Switzerland),

Dex (B8509-035; Byk Gulden, Konstanz, Germany), and MK

571 (Merck-Frosst, Pointe-Claire-Dorval, Canada). Cyclosporin

A, glyburide, and PSC 833 stocks were prepared in ethanol, MK

571 was prepared in double-distilled water, and Dex was prepared

in DMSO. For all experiments, the effect of the solvent was

determined.

Cells

Culturing of the parental drug-sensitive human gastric-carcinoma

cell line (EPG85-257P) and its daunorubicin-selected MDR

subline (EPG85-257RDB) was described previously [17,18]. Cells

were grown in the absence of cytostatic drugs for 96 h on 35-mm-

diameter culture dishes for transport assays and on two-chamber

coverglasses for microscopy. Viability was determined at the end

of the experiments by Trypan Blue (final concn. 0.5%) exclusion.

Non-viable cells did not exceed 3%, even when cells were

pretreated with inhibitors.

Detection of ABC transporter proteins was done by Western

blotting using mouse mAb C219 (for MDR1 Pgp) or MRPm6

(for MRP1) as described previously [19]. Protein–antibody

complexes were visualized by enhanced chemoluminescence

(ECL2 system; Amersham) according to the manufacturer’s

protocol.

Transport assays

Measurement of Rho 123 and glutathione-methylfluorescein (GS-MF)
outward transport

Cells preincubated with or without MDR inhibitors for 10 min

on ice were loaded for 15 min at 37 °C with the fluorescence

probes 10 µM Rho 123 or 3.2 µM CMFDA, washed with cold

mPBS, and incubated for 10 min on ice in mPBS with or without

MDR1 Pgp inhibitors. Assays were started by transferring the

cell dishes to 37 °C. At indicated time points, media were

collected, and cells scraped into mPBS. Fluorescence of media

and scraped cells was measured in the presence of 0.5% Triton

X-100 at excitation}emission wavelengths of 470 nm}540 nm

and 4 nm}8 nm slit width for Rho 123 and GS-MF, using an

Aminco–Bowman (Urbana, IL, U.S.A.) Series 2 fluorescence

spectrometer. Intracellular fluorescence after Rho 123 loading

was 2 arbitrary units for EPG85-257RDB and 5 arbitrary units

for EPG85-257P cells. Intracellular fluorescence after CMFDA

loading was 6 arbitrary units for EPG85-257RDB and 8

arbitrary units for EPG85-257P cells.

Measurement of C6-NBD-PC, -PE and -SM outward transport

Transport of newly synthesized C
'
-NBD-PC, -PE and -SM to the

exoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane was assessed at 15 °C
as described by van Helvoort et al. [9]. Cells preincubated in the

presence or absence of MDR inhibitors were incubated at 15 °C
with 25 µM C

'
-NBD-PA (for -PC and -PE synthesis) or 5 µM

C
'
-NBD-Cer (for -SM synthesis) in 1% (w}v) BSA in mPBS

with or without inhibitors. After 180 min, BSA-containing media

were collected and cells subjected to a 30 min back-exchange

incubation on ice with 1% BSA in mPBS, followed by lipid

analysis of cells and media. Synthesis of C
'
-NBD-PC was about

25 and 40 pmol}dish (1.5¬10' cells) in EPG85-257RDB and

EPG85-257P cells respectively. In both sublines, C
'
-NBD-PE

synthesis was about 25 pmol, while C
'
-NBD-SM synthesis was

about 3 pmol in EPG85-257RDB and 15 pmol in EPG85-257P.

Measurement of C6-NBD-PS and -PC inward transport

After preincubation with or without MDR inhibitors, cells were

labelled with 10 µM C
'
-NBD-PS or 14 µM C

'
-NBD-PC in cold

mPBS [20]. After a 15 min incubation on ice, non-inserted

analogues were removed by washing with cold mPBS. About
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230 pmol of NBD-lipid analogue was inserted per dish

(1.5¬10' cells). The reaction was started by addition of mPBS

prewarmed to 20 °C (with or without MDR inhibitors), con-

taining 5 mM DFP (as in all following incubations) to prevent

hydrolysis of labelled phospholipid [21]. At indicated time points,

culture dishes were transferred on ice, and BSA (final concn. 2%,

w}v) was added to extract NBD-lipid from the cell surface. After

10 min, BSA-containing media were collected and replaced with

cold mPBS plus 2% BSA for 10 min, followed by lipid analysis

of cells and media.

Measurement of C6-NBD-PS outward transport

Cellswere preincubatedwith orwithoutMDR inhibitors, labelled

with 5–10 µM C
'
-NBD-PS on ice, and incubated at 20 °C for

30 min to allow inward movement of the NBD analogue. C
'
-

NBD-PS remaining on the cell surface was extracted twice by

incubation with 2% (w}v) BSA in mPBS for 10 min on ice.

Before starting the outward transport assay, the medium was

removed, and cells were washed with cold mPBS. For t¯ 0 min

(i.e. immediately), cold medium containing 2% (w}v) BSA and

5 mM DFP in mPBS with or without inhibitor was immediately

added to the cell dish and incubated for 10 min. To measure C
'
-

NBD-PS outward transport, prewarmed (15 or 37 °C) mPBS

with 2% (w}v) BSA and 5 mM DFP was added to the dish, and

cells were incubated at 15 °C or 37 °C for indicated lengths of

time. Removal of the BSA-containing media and a second

extraction with 2% BSA in mPBS for 10 min on ice terminated

incubations. Lipid analysis followed.

Lipid analysis

After the incubations, the second BSA back-exchange medium

was pooled with the first and cells were scraped into mPBS. For

C
'
-NBD-PS analysis, lipids from both scraped cells and media

were extracted with propan-2-ol}chloroform (5.5 :1, v}v) to pre-

vent substantial loss into the aqueous phase. Samples were

centrifuged at 780 g for 5 min and the supernatants transferred

into new glass tubes and dried. For C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE

analysis, lipids from both cells and incubation media were

extracted by the method of Bligh and Dyer [22] using 20 mM

acetic acid in the aqueous phase. After two-dimensional separa-

tion [first direction, chloroform}methanol}25% ammonium

hydroxide (65:25:4, by vol.) ; second direction, chloroform}
acetone}methanol}acetic acid}water (10:4:2 :2 :1, by vol.)] on

TLC plates, fluorescent lipid spots were visualized under UV

light, scraped off and quantified as described previously [20].

Fluorescence microscopy and photography

For intracellular localization of C
'
-NBD-PS, cells grown on

chambered coverglasses were preincubated with or without

inhibitors, labelled with lipid analogue and back-exchanged with

BSA as described above. To obtain mitochondrial labelling [23],

cells were incubated with 30 nM MitoTracker Red CMXRos at

37 °C for 30 min. After washing, red CMXRos fluorescence was

examined by microscopy. For Golgi labelling, cells were in-

cubated for 10 min on ice with 5 µM C
'
-NBD-Cer in mPBS

containing 0.1% (w}v) BSA [24], washed and incubated for

60 min at 37 °C. Thereafter, cells were subjected twice to a

10 min back-exchange with 2% (w}v) BSA in mPBS on ice, then

washed with mPBS. Microscopy was performed with an inverse

standard microscope equipped with a Plan-Neofluar 100¬ (1.3

numerical aperture) objective. The barrier filter sets (Carl Zeiss,

Oberkochen, Germany) used were: green NBD fluorescence: BP

450 to 490 excitation filter, FT 510 dichroic mirror and LP 515

emission filter ; red fluorescence: BP 546 excitation filter, FT 580

dichroic mirror and LP 590 emission filter. Photographs were

taken using Kodak EPH P 1600 X films push-processed to 3200

ASA. As fluorescence photobleached quickly, different cells were

photographed after each treatment.

Annexin assay

To measure exposure of endogenous PS on the cell surface, cells

were incubated on ice for 10 min in the dark with 9 nM FITC-

annexin V in binding buffer. At 2 min prior to the end of the

incubation, propidium iodide (final 1.9 µM) was added. Cells

were then washed three times, detached from the dishes by

pipetting, and suspended in binding buffer. Measurement was

performed with a FACSCalibur flow cytometer (Becton

Dickinson, St. Louis, MO, U.S.A.) 5 min after the end of

incubation. Forward scatter was set at a linear scale with the

voltage set E00 (standard voltage setting of the instrument for

forward scatter) and gain 1.39, side scatter with 386 V and gain

1. FITC fluorescence channel was at a logarithmic scale with

646 V, gain 1, and 0.9% compensation of the propidium iodide

signal. The propidium iodide fluorescence channel was at a

logarithmic scale with 621 V, gain 1, and 24.9% compensation

of the FITC signal. Data were analysed using Becton–Dickinson

CellQuest software.

Statistical analysis

Results are presented as means³S.E.M. and were analysed

statistically using a two-way analysis of variance Tukey test

(Jandel SigmaStat 2.0) considering treatment and day of ex-

periment. Differences were considered significant for P! 0.05.

RESULTS

Elevated synthesis of MDR1 Pgp in the MDR subline EPG85-
257RDB

Synthesis of the ABC transporters MDR1 Pgp (ABCB1) and

MRP1 (ABCC1) was determined in the parental drug-sensitive

human gastric-carcinoma cell line (EPG85-257P) and its MDR

subline (EPG85-257RDB) by Western blot. High synthesis of

MDR1 Pgp was observed in the EPG85-257RDB subline (Figure

1) (designated MDR1-overexpressing line). In the EPG85-257P

subline, MDR1 Pgp was below detection level (designated control

line). MRP1 synthesis proved to be comparable in both sublines.

To assess activity of MDR1 Pgp and MRP1, cells were loaded

with Rho 123 or the GS-MF precursor CMFDA. Upon removal

of extracellular substrates, outward transport from the cells into

the medium was studied in the presence or absence of various

inhibitors. With about 90%, outward transport of Rho 123

was significantly higher in MDR1-overexpressing cells than

in control cells, where only about half of the accumulated Rho

123 was expelled into the medium within 30 min at 37 °C
(Table 1). MDR1 Pgp inhibitors PSC 833, cyclosporin A and

Dex significantly reduced transport of Rho 123 into the medium

of MDR1-overexpressing cells. PSC 833 decreased transport

in MDR1-overexpressing cells to the level found in control

cells, but had little effect on control cells, while the MRP1 in-

hibitor MK 571 [25] did not affect Rho 123 outward transport

in the MDR1-overexpressing subline. Thus the plasma mem-

brane of MDR1-overexpressing cells, but not of control cells,

exhibits functional (e.g. Rho 123-transporting) MDR1 Pgp.

Loading of cells with CMFDA, which is converted intra-

cellularly into the fluorescent glutathione conjugate GS-MF,
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Figure 1 Elevated synthesis of MDR1 Pgp in the MDR subline EPG85-
257RDB

Western blot of EPG85-257 cells was performed using C219 mouse mAb directed against

human MDR1 Pgp and MRPm6 mouse mAb directed against MRP1. The secondary antibody

was peroxidase-conjugated rabbit anti-mouse IgG, visualized by chemoluminescence. The

EPG85-257 sublines tested were EPG85-257P (control), EPG85-257 RNOV (not used in

the present study), and EPG85-257RDB (MDR1-overexpressing).

Table 1 Outward transport of Rho 123 and GS-MF in MDR1-overexpressing
(MDR1+) and control cells

Cells were preincubated for 10 min on ice in the presence or absence of MDR inhibitors PSC

833 (PSC, 10 µM), cyclosporin A (CsA, 25 µM), Dex (20 µM), and MK 571 (25 µM). After

loading of cells with 10 µM Rho 123 or 3.2 µM CMFDA, outward transport was measured as

described in the Experimental section. Results are expressed as the percentage of total

fluorescence present in the medium after an incubation for 30 min at 37 °C and represent

means³S.E.M. ; the number of samples is given in parentheses.

MDR

Proportion of total fluorescence (%)

Cells inhibitor Rho 123 GS-MF

MDR1+ – 91³1 (6) 89³0.4 (6)

MK 84³4 (4) 47³1 (4)

PSC 50³2 (6) 56³4 (6)

CsA 58 (2)

Dex 61 (2)

Control – 49³4 (6) 86³1 (6)

MK 37³1 (4) 57³2 (4)

PSC 38³3 (6) 76³3 (6)

allows detection of MRP1 activity [26]. Both MDR1-over-

expressing and control cells showed comparable outward trans-

port of GS-MF into the medium, over 85% of the accumulated

GS-MF being expelled into the medium within 30 min at 37 °C.

In the presence of the MRP1 inhibitor MK 571, GS-MF transport

was pronouncedly reduced and comparable in both sublines,

only about half of the GS-MF still reaching the medium. The

MDR1 Pgp inhibitor PSC 833 decreased GS-MF outward

transport in the MDR1-overexpressing subline, while only

slightly decreasing transport in control cells, which suggests low

transport affinity of MDR1 Pgp for GS-MF. Both cell lines

possess similar MRP1 activity, which is specifically inhibited by

MK 571, while PSC 833, a potent inhibitor of MDR1 Pgp, also

Figure 2 C6-NBD-PC and -PE outward transport is enhanced in MDR1-
overexpressing cells

MDR1-overexpressing (MDR1+, A) and control (B) cells were preincubated for 10 min on ice

without inhibitors or with 10 µM PSC 833 or 25 µM MK 571, followed by an incubation with

25 µM C6-NBD-PA for 180 min at 15 °C in the presence or absence of the respective inhibitor.

To trap the fluorescent lipid products (C6-NBD-PC and C6-NBD-PE) appearing on the cell surface

in the medium, incubation was performed in the presence of 1% (w/v) BSA. Lipids were

quantified as described in the Experimental section. Results are means³S.E.M. for at least

n ¯ 3 independent experiments in duplicate ; for MK 571 mean³range of n ¯ 1 experiment

in duplicate. The asterisks denote a significant difference compared with the respective cells

(control or MDR1-overexpressing cells) without inhibitor pretreatment (P ! 0.05).

reveals some efficiency to inhibit MRP1, confirming previous

findings [27].

Outward transport of C6-NBD-PC and -PE is enhanced by MDR1
Pgp

To examine outward transport of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE by

MDR1 Pgp in MDR1-overexpressing cells and controls, cells

were incubated with C
'
-NBD-PA. This lipid analogue is partially

converted into C
'
-NBD-diacylglycerol (C

'
-NBD-DG), which

rapidly crosses the plasma membrane and becomes available for

intracellular synthesis of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE [28]. Transport of

the newly synthesized analogues to the cell surface was measured

at 15 °C, where vesicular traffic is blocked [29]. After 180 min at

15 °C, about 63% of C
'
-NBD-PC and 81% of C

'
-NBD-PE were

extracted in the BSA medium of the MDR1-overexpressing

subline, while the BSA medium of control cells contained only a

small fraction of each lipid (16% of C
'
-NBD-PC and 8% of C

'
-

NBD-PE) (Figure 2). Addition of 10 µM PSC 833 caused a

significant decrease in the amount of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE

extracted from MDR1-overexpressing cells, while the amount of

the two lipids extracted from control cells was not significantly

altered. In both cell lines, 25 µM MK 571 did not influence

transport of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE to the cell surface.

Rapid inward transport of C6-NBD-PS, but not of -PC in gastric
carcinoma cells

Unlike for C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE, the lipid precursor C

'
-NBD-

PA is notmetabolically converted into the respective PS analogue.

In order to obtain labelling of the inner plasma-membrane leaflet

with C
'
-NBD-PS, we tested gastric carcinoma cells for amino-

phospholipid translocase activity. C
'
-NBD lipids were intro-

duced into the exoplasmic leaflet, and probe remaining in the

exoplasmic leaflet was removed at various times of incubation

using BSA. Indeed, we found rapid C
'
-NBD-PS inward transport

in both cell lines ; only 52% and 38% of the analogue still being
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Figure 3 C6-NBD-PS and -PC inward transport in MDR1-overexpressing
and control cells

MDR1-overexpressing (MDR1+) and control cells were labelled with 10 µM C6-NBD-PS or

14 µM C6-NBD-PC, washed on ice, and BSA back-exchange was performed either immediately

(t ¯ 0 min) or following incubation at 20 °C for indicated lengths of time. (A) Inward transport

of C6-NBD-PS and -PC after 30 min incubation. Lipids were quantified as described in the

Experimental section. For C6-NBD-PS, results are means³S.E.M. for n ¯ 3 independent

experiments performed in duplicate. For C6-NBD-PC, results shown are means³S.E.M. for n
¯ 2 independent experiments performed in duplicate. The asterisks denote a significant

difference compared with the respective cells (control or MDR1-overexpressing cells) at t ¯
0 min (P ! 0.05). (B) Time course of C6-NBD-PS inward transport. Lipids were extracted as

described in the Experimental section, dried, dissolved in chloroform/methanol (1 : 1, v/v) and

quantified spectroscopically. Results are means³S.E.M. for at least n ¯ 2 independent

experiments performed in duplicate (for t ¯ 60 min, mean³range for n ¯ 1 experiment

performed in duplicate), and were fitted to a monoexponential function. Results shown in (B)

are independent of those shown in (A).

accessible to BSA extraction after 30 min at 20 °C in MDR1-

overexpressing cells and control cells respectively (Figure 3A;

kinetics shown in Figure 3B). PSC 833 at 10 µM did not affect C
'
-

NBD-PS inward transport in either subline (results not shown).

In contrast with the aminophospholipid analogue C
'
-NBD-PS,

the bulk (77–78%) of C
'
-NBD-PC was accessible to BSA in

both cell lines, even after 30 min at 20 °C (versus 87 and 80%

immediately after labelling in MDR1-overexpressing cells and

control cells respectively). Transport was unaffected by PSC 833

(results not shown).

Microscopy confirmed these results (results not shown): upon

incubation with C
'
-NBD-PS on ice, plasma membranes of

MDR1-overexpressing cells and controls became highly fluores-

cent. At 20 °C, C
'
-NBD-PS rapidly appeared in the intracellular

lumen. After a 30 min incubation and BSA back-exchange,

fluorescence was observed in granular fluorescent structures

dispersed in the cytosol of both sublines (results not shown),

identified as mitochondria using MitoTracker Red CMX Ros.

Control cells additionally accumulated fluorescence in a

globular region near the nucleus, while this was rarely observed

in MDR1-overexpressing cells. Labelling with C
'
-NBD-Cer

visualized the Golgi [24] as a scattered region in proximity to the

nucleus of MDR1-overexpressing cells and as a distinct globular

region adjacent to the nucleus in controls, suggesting that the

globular structure labelled by C
'
-NBD-PS in controls represents

the Golgi. C
'
-NBD-PC, in contrast with C

'
-NBD-PS, remained

confined to the plasma membrane of both control and MDR1-

overexpressing cells after incubation for 30 min at room tem-

perature. After back-exchange to BSA, only marginal cyto-

plasmic labelling was observed.

Figure 4 C6-NBD-PS outward transport is enhanced in MDR1-over-
expressing cells

MDR1-overexpressing (MDR1+) and control cells were preincubated for 10 min on ice without

inhibitors or with 10 µM PSC 833 or 25 µM MK 571, labelled with 5–10 µM C6-NBD-PS and

incubated at 20 °C for 30 min to allow intracellular accumulation of the NBD analogue. C6-NBD-

PS remaining on the cell surface was then extracted twice by incubation with 2% (w/v) BSA

in mPBS for 10 min on ice. Then cells were incubated at 37 °C (A, C) or 15 °C (B, D) for

indicated lengths of time (C, D) or for 30 min (A, B) in the presence of 2% (w/v) BSA to extract

fluorescent lipids (C6-NBD-PS and metabolites) appearing on the cell surface into the medium.

Lipids were analysed as described in the Experimental section. In (A), results represent means³
S.E.M. for at least n ¯ 3 independent experiments in duplicate (for MK 571, mean³S.E.M.

for n ¯ 2 experiments performed in duplicate. In (B), results shown are mean³S.E.M. for at

least n ¯ 2 independent experiments in duplicate, for PSC 833 mean³range of n¯ 1 experi-

ment in duplicate. The asterisks denote a significant difference compared with the respective

cells (control or MDR1-overexpressing cells) without inhibitor pretreatment (P ! 0.05). In (C)

and (D), results are shown as means³S.E.M. for at least n ¯ 2 independent experiments

performed in duplicate and fitted to a monoexponential function in (C).

In conclusion, C
'
-NBD-PS, but not -PC, allows substantial

intracellular labelling of EPG85-257 cells after a 30 min in-

cubation at 20 °C following incorporation on ice.

Outward transport of C6-NBD-PS is enhanced by MDR1 Pgp

Subsequent to intracellular labelling of cells with C
'
-NBD-PS, its

transport back to the exoplasmic leaflet was determined. C
'
-

NBD-PS and its metabolites appearing on the cell surface were

trapped by BSA present in the incubation medium. After a

30 min incubation at 37 °C, lipid analogues were extracted from

cells and medium and analysed by two-dimensional TLC. In

MDR1-overexpressing cells, 53% of C
'
-NBD-PS was found

in the medium, significantly more than in control cells (28%)

(Figure 4A). Even after 60 min, differences remained significant

between MDR1-overexpressing and control cells (kinetics shown

in Figure 4C).
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Table 2 Outward transport of C6-NBD-PS at 37 °C inMDR1-overexpressing
(MDR1+) and control cells with and without inhibitors

Measurement of C6-NBD-PS outward transport within a 30 min incubation at 37 °C was

performed in the presence or absence of the MRP1 inhibitor MK 571, the ABCA1 inhibitor

glyburide (Gb), or the MDR1 Pgp inhibitors PSC 833 (PSC), cyclosporin A (CsA) and Dex.

Lipids were extracted as described in the Experimental section, dried, dissolved in

chloroform/methanol (1 : 1, v/v) and quantified spectroscopically. Results represent

means³S.E.M. (for Gb the mean³range is given) for independent experiments performed in

duplicate ; the number of independent experiments is given in parentheses.

NBD-lipid

Cells Inhibitor (% extractable)

MDR1+ – 50³1 (16)

MK 48³2 (4)

PSC 28³2 (7)

CsA 37³4 (2)

Dex 39³4 (2)

Gb 49³5 (1)

Control – 29³1 (15)

MK 22³2 (5)

PSC 25³2 (6)

CsA 24³4 (2)

Dex 30³4 (2)

Gb 23³5 (1)

Pretreatment with PSC 833 caused a sharp and highly sig-

nificant decrease in the amount of C
'
-NBD-PS in the BSA

medium of MDR1-overexpressing cells (35%), while not affecting

control cells. Other MDR1 Pgp inhibitors (25 µM cyclosporin A,

20 µM Dex) also blocked outward movement of C
'
-NBD-PS,

Figure 5 Comparison of C6-NBD-PS outward transport in MDR1-overexpressing (MDR1+) and control cells

After labelling of the plasma membrane with C6-NBD-PS, the analogue was allowed to accumulate intracellularly. Subsequently, incubation for outward transport was performed without inhibitors

(A and B) or in the presence of 10 µM PSC 833 (C and D) at 37 °C as described in the Experimental section. For microscopic examination of MDR1-overexpressing (A, C) and control (B, D)

cells, BSA was removed and cells were washed twice. The major metabolic products of C6-NBD-PS were C6-NBD-PE (24% in MDR1-overexpressing cells and 35% in controls) and C6-NBD-PA

(4% in MDR1-overexpressing cells and 3% in controls). Labelling concentrations and exposure times are identical for all images shown. The bars represent 20 µm.

while 25 µM MRP1 inhibitor MK 571, as well as 200 µM

glyburide, shown to inhibit ABCA1 [30], had no effect (Table 2).

Expression of ABCA1 is low in both sublines, modulated only

very slightly in MDR1-overexpressing cells, as indicated by RT-

PCR analysis (D. Kerbiriou-Nabias and I. Laude, personal

communication).

Increase of vesicular transport has been shown to be one

mechanism by which some cells increase their drug tolerance [17].

To investigate whether C
'
-NBD-PS transport observed at 37 °C

could be due to increased membrane traffic in the MDR1-

overexpressing subline, experiments were performed at 15 °C.

Although outward transport of the PS analogue is reduced at this

temperature, a clear difference in transport between control and

MDR1-overexpressing cells was observed: 20 and 11% of C
'
-

NBD-PS were found in the medium of the MDR1-overexpressing

subline and the control cell line respectively (Figure 4B, kinetics

shown in Figure 4D). PSC 833 reduced the fraction of C
'
-NBD-

PS in the medium of MDR1-overexpressing cells to the level of

controls, while no change was observed when control cells were

treated with PSC 833.

To exclude the possibility that C
'
-NBD-PS was not accessible

to outward redistribution due to confinement to the Golgi

compartment, in particular in control cells, the antibiotic BFA

was employed. BFA is known to induce fusion of the Golgi with

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), thereby allowing redistribution

of NBD-lipids across the ER–Golgi membrane [30–32]. Thus

BFA treatment permits NBD-lipids from the ER–Golgi com-

partment to reach the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane. In

an experiment performed to evaluate the effect of BFA on the

gastric carcinoma cell line used in the present study, synthesis of

C
'
-NBD-SM from the precursor C

'
-NBD-Cer was shown to be
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Figure 6 MDR1-overexpressing (MDR1+) cells expose elevated amounts
of endogenous PS

Flow-cytometric analysis of FITC-annexin V binding to the cell surface of MDR1-overexpressing
and control human gastric carcinoma EPG85-257 cells. Following a 30 min incubation with or

without 10 µM PSC 833 at 37 °C, cells were co-labelled with FITC-annexin V and the

membrane-impermeable nucleic acid stain propidium iodide as described in the Experimental

section. Cells showing elevated propidium iodide staining were excluded. A total of 10000 cells

were counted per sample. In the histogram (A), the means³S.E.M. for n ¯ 7 independent

experiments are shown ; in (B), FITC-annexin V binding to MDR1-overexpressing cells (grey)

and control cells (white) is shown for one typical experiment.

increased in both sublines upon addition of 5 µM BFA (control,

4.3-fold increase; MDR1-overexpressing cells, 4-fold increase), a

criterion for BFA-induced morphological changes [33]. More-

over, under these conditions, C
'
-NBD-SM synthesized in the

lumen of the Golgi appeared in the BSA medium of MDR1-

overexpressing cells (results not shown), having become accessible

to MDR1 Pgp in the plasma membrane after BFA treatment

[9,32]. C
'
-NBD-PS outward transport, however, was not affected

significantly in either subline upon preincubation with 5 µM

BFA at 37 °C for 30 min and BFA present in the outward

transport assay (results not shown).

Fluorescence microscopy confirmed efficient outward trans-

port of C
'
-NBD-PS in MDR1-overexpressing cells in comparison

with control cells. After labelling of the exoplasmic leaflet and

subsequent inward transport of the analogue at 20 °C, MDR1-

overexpressing and control cells showed bright intracellular

fluorescence. Subsequently, cells were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C
in the presence of BSA and washed prior to examination by

fluorescence microscopy. MDR1-overexpressing cells lost most

of the analogue into the medium (Figure 5A), while intracellular

fluorescence decreased only slightly in control cells (Figure 5B).

In the presence of PSC 833, strong intracellular fluorescence was

maintained in both MDR1-overexpressing cells (Figure 5C) and

controls (Figure 5D). Meanwhile, the intracellular distribution

of C
'
-NBD-PS to cell organelles did not change in either of the

two sublines in response to PSC 833. Lipid metabolism was not

responsible for the observed differences between control and

MDR1-overexpressing cells (see the legend to Figure 5).

MDR1-overexpressing cells expose more endogenous PS on the
cell surface than controls

Exposure of endogenous PS in MDR1-overexpressing cells and

controls was tested by flow cytometry. PS present on the outer

plasma-membrane leaflet of cells with intact cell membranes was

detected by labelling with both FITC-annexin V, a high-affinity

PS-binding protein [34], and the membrane-impermeable nucleic

acid stain propidium iodide. Regions were set to exclude sub-

cellular particles, and only single cells were counted

(10000 cells}sample). A further gate excluded damaged cells

with elevated propidium iodide staining. Few ungated cells with

propidium iodide-permeable membranes were detected, slightly

more in MDR1-overexpressing cells (5%) than in controls (1%).

Cells from the MDR1-overexpressing subline bound over 2-fold

more FITC-annexin V than control cells. The mean FITC-

annexin V fluorescence intensity was 110³4 arbitrary units for

MDR1-overexpressing cells, and 46³5 arbitrary units for control

cells (n¯ 10000) (Figure 6), the differences being highly signifi-

cant. The FITC-annexin V histogram shape was similar for both

cell lines, showing that the amount of PS present on the outer

plasma-membrane leaflet in MDR1-overexpressing cells was

generally increased for all cells in this population.

To assess whether FITC-annexin V binding was reduced upon

inhibition of MDR1 Pgp, cells were preincubated with 10 µM

PSC 833 for 30 min at 37 °C. The mean FITC-annexin V

fluorescence intensity was significantly decreased in MDR1-over-

expressing cells (90³5 arbitrary units) and remained unchanged

in controls (46³6 arbitrary units). However, FITC-annexin V

binding to PSC 833 treated MDR1-overexpressing cells remained

significantly higher in comparison with controls.

DISCUSSION

MDR1 Pgp has been implicated with the transport of lipids from

the inner to the outer leaflet of the plasma membrane. In the

present study we have investigated the transport of lipids to

the cell surface in MDR1-overexpressing EPG85-257 human

gastric carcinoma cells compared with control cells.

Incubation of both sublines with C
'
-NBD-PA at 15 °C per-

mitted us to investigate the transport of the newly synthesized

C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE from the cytoplasmic to the exoplasmic

plasma membrane leaflet. Compared with controls, very strongly

increased outward transport of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE was found

in MDR1-overexpressing cells, surpassing previous findings in

MDR1 transfected pig kidney epithelial cells [9] and supporting

a role for MDR1 Pgp in the transport of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PE

to the cell surface. Consistent with this, outward transport of C
'
-

NBD-PC and -PE was sensitive to MDR1 Pgp inhibitors, while

an inhibitor of MRP1, effectively blocking the outward transport

of the MRP1 substrate GS-MF, had no effect on the appearance

of either NBD lipid on the cell surface.

Unlike in experiments regarding outward transport of C
'
-

NBD-PC and -PE (see above and [9]), C
'
-NBD-PA is not a

suitable precursor to label the cytoplasmic leaflet with C
'
-NBD-

PS.Thereforewe aimed to insert C
'
-NBD-PS into the cytoplasmic

leaflet of the plasma membrane via the aminophospholipid

translocase activity, a ubiquitous fast mechanism transporting

PS from the outer to the inner plasma-membrane leaflet. Indeed,

inward-movement measurements at 20 °C revealed fast inter-

nalization of C
'
-NBD-PS, while C

'
-NBD-PC remained mostly

confined to the exoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane.

Preferential internalization of the PS analogue by transbilayer

movement was confirmed by fluorescence microscopy and

suggests the presence of an aminophospholipid translocase

activity. This inward-directed transport activity mediated rapid

and extensive labelling of the inner plasma-membrane leaflet

with C
'
-NBD-PS. Together with the BSA back-exchange tech-

nique, it offers a new tool to study C
'
-NBD-PS outward

transport. Continuous incubation of cells in the presence of BSA

permits monitoring of C
'
-NBD-analogue outward movement

without needing to take into account simultaneous inward

movement. BSA acts as an extracellular sink for short-chain
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lipids by rapidly extracting C
'
-NBD-phospholipid analogues

[35], excluding analogues from inward transport via the amino-

phospholipid translocase.

Within 30 min at 37 °C, a significantly higher percentage of

C
'
-NBD-PS became accessible to BSA in MDR1-overexpressing

cells compared with controls. This was confirmed by fluorescence

microscopy. When vesicular transport was inhibited at 15 °C [29]

or by BFA [32], MDR1-overexpressing cells still exhibited

significantly higher transport of C
'
-NBD-PS to the cell surface

than did control cells. Fusion of the Golgi with the ER induced

by BFA did not influence outward transport of C
'
-NBD-PS in

either subline. We could therefore exclude that variations in the

intracellular localization of C
'
-NBD-PS between both sublines

gave rise to differences in C
'
-NBD-PS outward movement.

Outward-directed transport of C
'
-NBD-PS was efficiently de-

creased by MDR1 Pgp inhibitors, marking the involvement of

MDR1 Pgp.

Recently, two other ABC transporters, MRP1 (ABCC1) and

ABCA1, have emerged as further candidate lipid translocases. In

studies with MRP1 knockout mice, MRP1-mediated transport

of C
'
-NBD-PC and -PS was reported in erythrocytes, but no

changes in the distribution of endogenous PS were detected

[36,37]. Raggers et al. [38] observed transport of lipid analogues

in MRP1-transfected epithelial cells for sphingolipids with an

NBD moiety. Using the MRP1 specific inhibitor MK 571, our

studies clearly demonstrate that this ABC transporter is not

involved in transport of C
'
-NBD-PS to the cell surface of

MDR1-overexpressing EPG85-257 cells. ABCA1-dependent

transport of PS has recently been shown for various mammalian

cells [39,40]. However, we have no indication for involvement of

ABCA1 in the enhanced transport of C
'
-NBD-PS in MDR1-

overexpressing EPG85-257 cells. In both sublines used, ABCA1

mRNA is barely detectable and C
'
-NBD-PS transport was not

affected by glyburide, a compound reported to inhibit ABCA1-

dependent exposure of PS [39].

Taken together, our results show MDR1 Pgp to mediate

outwardly directed transport of C
'
-NBD-PS. In a previous

study, Bosch et al. [11] were not able to detect transport of the

long-chain (dodecanoyl) analogue C
"#

-NBD-PS by MDR1 Pgp,

assessing the accumulation of C
"#

-NBD-phospholipid analogues

in MDR1-overexpressing and control cells. Unlike what was

found in our study, the aminophospholipid translocase activity

could not be eliminated in the experimental set-up used by Bosch

et al. [11]. While we cannot exclude the possibility that C
"#

-NBD-

PS might not be a substrate for MDR1 Pgp, C
"#

-NBD analogues

of PE and PC were shown to be transported by MDR1 Pgp [11].

This suggests that a longer fatty acid chain in the sn-2 position

does not prevent recognition of the analogues by MDR1 Pgp.

Since the affinity of the aminophospholipid translocase is about

ten times lower for analogues of PE than for PS [41], it is possible

that MDR1 Pgp-mediated transport of C
"#

-NBD-PS, but not

C
"#

-NBD-PE, is masked by an aminophospholipid translocase

activity. C
"#

-NBD-PS is unfortunately not suitable for our set-

up to measure outward movement of PS analogues, as extraction

of this analogue by BSA is less efficient than of C
'
-NBD-PS

[42].

A different approach to selectively investigate the activity of

MDR1 Pgp, excluding other potential lipid transporters, is to

reconstituteMDR1Pgp in liposomes. In a recent paper, Romsicki

and Sharom [43] studied transport of a number of short-chain

and long-chain NBD analogues of PC, PE, PS and SM in

proteoliposomes reconstituted with MDR1 Pgp. The re-

constituted MDR1 Pgp was predominantly oriented inside-out

into the liposome membranes. Presumably for steric reasons, the

transmembrane distribution of nearly all NBD lipids was shifted

to the outer leaflet in the presence of MDR1 Pgp, prohibiting a

direct comparison with protein-free liposomes. Nevertheless,

when ATP was added, the portion of lipid analogues in the inner

leaflet of MDR1 Pgp containing liposomes increased. While this

is principally in line with our observation, the increase in the

inner leaflet by a few per cent (maximum 5%) [43] was much less

in comparison with the transport activity found for the MDR1-

expressing cell line. This may raise concerns with respect to the

preservation of MDR1 Pgp function in proteoliposomes, as

indicated by a recent study of Rothnie and Theron [44]. In that

report, the transport of short-chain NBD analogues of PC, PE

and Cer was studied in MDR1 Pgp-reconstituted liposomes. A

low percentage of the analogues (up to about 6%) also appeared

to reorient across the membrane in the presence of MDR1 Pgp in

a process that was, surprisingly, found to be ATP-independent.

However, the authors noted that the proteoliposome assay used

may be subject to important technical limitations (e.g. inhibition

of further lipid transport by increased lateral pressure in the

inner membrane leaflet following initial transport). Nevertheless,

such studies can give insight into the biophysical restrictions for

MDR1Pgp-mediated transport : as foundbyRothnieandTheron,

physiological concentrations of cholesterol seem to be required

to partially compensate for membrane perturbations by MDR1

Pgp. This interplay of MDR1 Pgp with specific lipid compounds

might be a prerequisite for the transport of amphiphilic sub-

strates. Moreover, an effect of lateral pressure in the membrane

on MDR1 Pgp-mediated lipid transport could either act on

MDR1 Pgp directly (mechanosensitivity) or on the substrate

lipids’ propensity to redistribute towards the layer exhibiting

lower packing.

Having established that MDR1 Pgp can transport C
'
-NBD-

PS to the outer plasma-membrane leaflet, we studied the exposure

of endogenous PS on the cell surface. Consistent with a role of

MDR1 Pgp in the transport of endogenous PS, binding of FITC-

annexin V to the cell surface of MDR1-overexpressing cells was

significantly higher than binding to control cells, and inhibition

of MDR1 Pgp decreased FITC-annexin V binding in MDR1-

overexpressing cells, but not at all in controls. MDR1 Pgp-

mediated transport of endogenous PS might provide an ex-

planation for increased PS exposure on tumorigenic keratinocytes

reported previously [16]. However, our approach does not allow

quantification of endogenous PS in the exoplasmic leaflet. The

FITC-annexin V binding assay has been reported to be sensitive

to as little as 5 mol% PS [45], and the disturbance of PS

asymmetry here is most likely only partial. It remains to be

shown whether exposure of PS in the exoplasmic leaflet of

MDR1-overexpressing cells is sufficient to trigger subsequent

biological processes, such as recognition by macrophages [39].

Detailed information is now needed on the transbilayer dynamics

of endogenous PS in these cells, e.g. on the transport of this lipid

by the aminophospholipid translocase.

In 1996, van Helvoort et al. speculated on the ability of MDR1

Pgp to transport endogenous lipids, coming to the conclusion

that this is unlikely, as it might lead to a futile ATP-utilizing cycle

when the same substrates transported inside by the amino-

phospholipid translocase are moved in the opposite direction by

MDR1 Pgp [9]. However, MDR1 has only a low expression in

most cells [46], where MDR1 Pgp would not be an important

antagonist to the aminophospholipid translocase. In several

studies, MDR1 expression was found to become increased

in the presence of cytostatic drugs [47]. One might speculate that

the regulation of MDR1 Pgp according to the current demand

could make PS transport an (energetically) expensive side-effect

of MDR1 Pgp’s detoxifying action, being tolerable only when

limited in time. In some cell types with moderate MDR1
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expression, MDR1 Pgp-mediated outward transport of endogen-

ous PS could be a desired function. It is conceivable that the

aminophospholipid translocase activity could be down-regulated

in such cells to avoid futile energy consumption (see [48] for an

example of controlled regulation of lipid inward and outward

transport in yeast). In fact, without co-ordinated regulation of

the two transporters, high expression of MDR1 could lead to

excessive energy consumption by antagonistic transport of the

same substrate. An elevated rate of glucose uptake is typically

found in many tumour cells [49]. Tumor cells, differently from

untransformed cells, might keep up their resistance against

cytostatic drugs by accelerated metabolism, this being one of a

number of instances where tumours disregard economic re-

straints.

As analogues of endogenous lipids, short-chain NBD lipids

only reach a certain degree of accordance due to the short fatty

acid chain and the presence of the bulky reporter group. Since

van Helvoort et al. [9] could demonstrate transport of short-

chain analogues of PC, PE and glucosylceramide lack the NBD

group in their MDR1-transfected cell line, transport by MDR1

Pgp does not appear to be due to the modification on the level of

one of the fatty acid chains. Recently, Ernest and Bells-Reuss [13]

have shown PAF to be an endogenous substrate of MDR1 Pgp

in human mesangial cells. In our study, we provide evidence

that endogenous PS is possibly also recognized and transported

by MDR1 Pgp. Addition of PS and its analogues to the circle of

MDR1 Pgp lipid substrates further supports the idea of MDR1

Pgp acting as a floppase with extremely low substrate specificity,

which implies first of all the integration of the substrate into the

membrane with little regard to the chemistry of the polar head

group. Yet, different affinities for various lipid substrates can

give rise to a certain degree of specificity for transport. Detailed

studies on the affinity of MDR1 Pgp for lipids are necessary to

understand modulation of MDR1 Pgp-mediated MDR by the

ubiquitous lipids. Very likely these questions can be addressed

successfully only in a defined, yet adequately physiological

system, e.g. transfected cells with a high level of MDR1

expression and a natural membrane environment, or MDR1 Pgp

reconstituted into giant liposomes with a distinct lipid com-

position and a marginal degree of membrane curvature similar to

that of a cell, avoiding the generation of high lateral pressure that

could potentially inhibit lipid transport.
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